
LED display solutions for xR and virtual production

SCREEN YOUR STORY

Screen your dreams



xR and VP are revolutionising industries such 
as filmmaking and broadcasting. These new 
technologies are going to change the way 
we create content and tell stories.

Inspiring screens for inspiring stories



Screens and large LED displays, together 

with the combination of software and hardware 

solutions, offer tools that build immersive and 

realistic virtual environments and enhance the 

creativity of !lm, commercial and broadcast 

professionals.

INFiLED aim is to collaborate with virtual 

production professionals to design 

custom-made xR & VP studios to meet their 

creative needs in all kinds of !xed and rental 

applications for broadcasting and !lming by 

offering high-end LED display solutions to build 

immersive and realistic virtual environments



SCREEN YOUR SPACES

Live events

Virtual studio solutions create an immersive 

live-streaming environment for the host and 

the guests attending live events.

Commercials

Commercial production platforms have 

top-level production studios to optimise 

content quality and production ef!ciency by 

using virtual production studios to implement 

creative ideas in a simple way.

Education

xR technology plays an important role in 

education. New content can be displayed in a 

more realistic way to help the audience obtain 

a better understanding.

Corporate

Representative spaces made to cause an 

impact on customers, partners and 

employees. Our xR solutions offer you the 

best support for your presentations.

TV studio

xR is revolutionising the industry and is 

opening up creative options for broadcast 

productions. Virtual studio solutions are the 

best tools for creating immersive and realistic 

environments; performers are surrounded by 

the actual scene, which encourages a more 

natural performance. 

Screens are meeting points for telling stories and 
enhancing the creativity of content creators. 

Screens and creativity to enhance content



Filming

Film productions require realistic image quality 

on camera. The giant display’s high greyscale 

levels, high refresh rate and high brightness 

contribute to unparalleled image quality on and 

off-camera. Ultra-black masking materials and 

exclusive black LEDs are used for a new level 

of contrast.

INFiLED displays are the best canvas for creating 
inspiring immersive experiences.

Turn your studio into an immersive experience

Virtual studio solutions help with 

pre-production, and on-scene adaptation 

"exibility reduces post-production time. Natural 

scene lighting created by the LED screens 

eliminates post-production work. 



At INFiLED we use technology 
for content creators to create 
all kinds of environments and 
improve the way stories are 
told.

HUMAN CENTRIC SCREENS

Immersive experiences

The replacement of traditional greenscreens 

creates a new paradigm for broadcasters and 

!lmmakers, who are gradually adopting this 

new technology to create realistic, immersive 

environments. Virtual real-time engines 

generate the virtual scenes on the LED 

display that can be modi!ed on-site in 

real-time. Performers are surrounded by the 

actual scene, which encourages a more 

natural performance.

High visual performance

The combination of LED backgrounds, 

ceilings and "oors allows the set to be 

customised, offering great "exibility and ease 

of assembly in both !xed and rented 

installations. All INFiLED solutions offer the 

highest performance in the visual 

reproduction of content and are the ideal 

support for live and recorded productions. 

Make it real



Flexibility

INFiLED’s LED Display Modular System for xR & 

VP offers a new way of designing stages and 

!lm studios, enabling creative freedom. It can be 

adapted to the speci!c needs of each 

production, format, dimensions and technical 

speci!cations. Pre-production and on-scene 

adaptation "exibility reduces post-production 

time. 

Sustainability

Virtual solution studios lower environmental 

impact by reducing travel time in productions. 

Aware of the need for sustainable development, 

at INFiLED we work on more energy-ef!cient 

solutions. Excellent thermal management of all 

the electronic components of the display allows 

faster heat dissipation and energy saving, 

extending its service life. 



CUSTOMIZED DISPLAY SOLUTIONS

Easy maintenance

Easy installation, easy set-up 

and easy operation for a 

user-friendly professional 

system.

Modular systems

Modular compositions can be 

adapted to the speci!cs needs 

of each production.

Visual accuracy

Virtual Studio Solution offers 

outstanding colour 

reproduction and excellent 

visual performance with a high 

refresh rate.

INFiLED solutions can be adapted to create a custom-made 
stage to build up the optimum composition for all kinds of 
virtual production studios, o!ering high-performance visuals.

If you can dream it, you can display it



Easy saving

The updated generation of 

the series features lower 

power consumption, adding 

to INFiLEDs continuous 

commitment to sustainability.

Traditional virtual productions 

use "at display panels to build 

the studio background, which is 

interconnected at an angle to 

create a curve. 

The lines and shadows that 

these panels create can be 

seen on camera.

 

Flat and Curved Backgrounds



Virtual Ceiling Virtual   

Modular design I Outstanding colour reproduction I Easy maintenance

Ceiling
AR Series

Flat Background
DB Pro S8 Series

Ultra-lightweight, high brightness LED panels using  
customised black frame LED’s. The AR series offers a  
wide range of accessories, such as truss brackets and 
stacking pedestal. An enhanced solution for dynamic 

lighting and video.

Offers high contrast performance and unparalleled 
image quality for a cinematic look. The background 

uses ultra-black masking materials and exclusive black 
LEDs to offer a new level of contrast. This product also 

allows concave or convex curved setup to better  
reproduce a realistic scene.

 

Flat  
background

Curved
background

Virtual Ceiling Virtual   

Modular design I Outstanding colour reproduction I Easy maintenance

Ceiling
AR Series

Flat Background
DB Pro S8 Series

Ultra-lightweight, high brightness LED panels using  
customised black frame LED’s. The AR series offers a  
wide range of accessories, such as truss brackets and 
stacking pedestal. An enhanced solution for dynamic 

lighting and video.

Offers high contrast performance and unparalleled 
image quality for a cinematic look. The background 

uses ultra-black masking materials and exclusive black 
LEDs to offer a new level of contrast. This product also 

allows concave or convex curved setup to better  
reproduce a realistic scene.

PRODUCT RANGE

Create your LED Display modular system

“INFiLED´s new background
technology is the first flat and
curved virtual studio solution in
the market using panels allowing
a smooth stepless curve.”



Background Virtual Floor

I  HDR10+  I  16bit  I  250fps  I  7680Hz  I  MBI LED drivers

Curved Background
XII Series

Floor
DFII Series

modules that can be bended up to 30 degrees,  
concave and convex, and offers 7 angle options. It can 
be assembled into smooth curve screens of different 

 
disassembly, and increased cabinet protection.  

uniform blacks and great visual performance under any 
light condition and at wide viewing angles.

Virtual   Background Virtual Floor

I  HDR10+  I  16bit  I  250fps  I  7680Hz  I  MBI LED drivers

Curved Background
XII Series

Floor
DFII Series

modules that can be bended up to 30 degrees,  
concave and convex, and offers 7 angle options. It can 
be assembled into smooth curve screens of different 

 
disassembly, and increased cabinet protection.  

uniform blacks and great visual performance under any 
light condition and at wide viewing angles.

Flat + Curved Background
DB Pro S8 + XII Series

 
 The new curved LED Virtual 

Background improves viewer experience and shortens 

and broadcast solutions.

NEW



Outstanding xR & VP display solutions for a wide array of 
applications in all di!erent areas and environments.

Showcase your world in in!nite ways

Pixel Pitch

Brightness

Cabinet size 
(WxHxD)

1.9, 2.3, 2.6, 2.8mm

1.200 - 2.800nits

500x500x75.5mm

The DB Series is a solution for super black LED 

screens for high contrast. The DB Series is designed 

with an ultra-black masking material and exclusive 

black LEDs to produce a new level of contrast for 

LED screens.

With high greyscale levels, a fast refresh rate and 

the highest quality components, the DB Series 

provides the ultimate LED screen picture quality.

The DB Series was designed with an emphasis on 

ergonomics and usability. 

The panels are of a modular design built around a 

robust die-cast aluminium frame, with inbuilt feet 

and edge protectors to prevent physical damage 

during assembly.

The DB Series comes equipped with a fast-locking 

system for rapid construction, a curving system 

allowing both convex and concave con!gurations, 

and cable-free power and data connection 

(optional) for ultimate clutter-free installations.

Ultra-black LEDs for high contrast. A curving system with 

concave and convex con!gurations.

Indoor applications

DB SERIES



Pixel Pitch

Brightness

Cabinet size 
(WxHxD)

2.6mm

2.000nits

500x500x76mm

The XII series is an ideal option for creative LED 

installations featuring extremely smooth curves 

and wide viewing angles. With a curve angle that 

can reach up to ±30° and 7 position adjustment 

gears, it can adapt to unlimited installation 

possibilities. 

The XII series combines innovative design and 

patented modules, making possible to replace the 

control unit without tools for easy use and 

maintenance. Highly "exible, ultra-thin and 

lightweight, the XII series is an ideal curved LED 

display.

Smooth curve up to ±30° and 7 position adjustment gears.

Indoor applications

XII SERIES



Pixel Pitch

Brightness

Cabinet size 
(WxHxD)

3.9, 5.9mm

5.000nits

500x1000x33mm

Create your LED Display modular system

AR series is a lightweight high-performance 

panel for a wide range of applications, the ideal 

solution for dynamic lighting and video.

The AR series cabinets come in both front and 

rear servicing options. 

The universal module makes it easy to store and 

replace; the separate power and data unit can 

be replaced easily with no tools required.

The AR series offers a wide range of 

accessories, such as truss brackets, stacking 

pedestal and set cart, designed to minimise the 

setup time. 

The climbing handles can be added for easy 

access and maintenance during large-scale 

applications. 

Lightweight, high-performance. Front and rear service 

available.

Indoor and outdoor applications

AR SERIES



The DFII series is a digital "oor solution with 

high load-bearing capacity, quick disassembly 

and increased cabinet protection. The 

anti-re"ective and anti-slip surface provides 

perfectly uniform blacks and great visual 

performance under any light condition and at 

wide viewing angles. The cabinets come "at 

and require a simple adjustment of the height of 

the feet to create a straight digital interactive 

dance "oor even on rough and uneven 

Pixel Pitch

Brightness

Cabinet size 
(WxHxD)

3.9mm

1.500nits

500x500x83.3mm

DFII SERIES

surfaces. The DFII series features a lightweight 

design, fast disassembly and easy maintenance. 

A creative solution for performing arts, studios, 

museums, event venues, and more.

Lightweight dance "oor. Fast assembly and easy 

maintenance.

Indoor applications



Screen your dreams

Visit INFILED's EMEA Showroom in Barcelona:
Avinguda Diagonal 361 - Local 2

08037 Barcelona, Spain

For more information, contact:
info.in!led@emea.com
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